INTRODUCING THE:
MULTI-SPORT BALL SET
Blast your game to the next level and launch balls farther than ever before!

The NERF POWER-BLAST™ baseball bat and ball set is the perfect set to help young slingers step to the plate and sock some dingers like their favorite pro sluggers!

THE POWER CORE SWEET SPOT COMBINES AN OUTER CORE WITH INNER ENERGY BANDS TO GIVE YOUR HITS MORE POP!

DUAL DENSITY BALLS COMBINE MATERIALS TO GIVE YOU THE ULTIMATE GRIP AND BALANCE

- (1) 32" POWER-BLAST™ BAT WITH ULTRA GRIP HANDLE
- (1) CURVE BALL BASEBALL

POWER BANDS FOR ULTIMATE HITTING POWER

THROW CURVE BALLS, SLIDERS AND FAST BALLS WITH EASE!
The NERF 2 Player Foam Tennis Set is the perfect gift for any young tennis player! This set comes complete with (2) jumbo tennis rackets and (1) NERF foam tennis ball so players can play indoors or outdoors safely and easily.

- (2) HUGE 22”x12” JUMBO RACKETS WITH BUNGEE SURFACE
- HIGH IMPACT POLYMER RACKET FRAME
- (1) NERF FOAM TENNIS BALL
Bring your hockey game to the next level with the NERF FLEXPLAY™ Hockey Set!

The fully adjustable stick allows you to customize your length and your blade curve!

- EASILY BENDS TO YOUR IDEAL CURVE
- QUICKLY AND CONVENIENTLY ADJUSTS FROM 30” TO 40”
- SET INCLUDES:
  (1) ADJUSTABLE FLEX PLAY HOCKEY STICK
  (1) NERF HOCKEY BALL

CUSTOM CURVE BENDS TO YOUR IDEAL SHAPE!
Put it, jump it, bounce it and sink it! Create the ultimate challenges with the new NERF Trick Shot Golf set!

With 3 different sized holes, and an adjustable ramp, the possibilities are endless!

- RAMP DETACHES FOR EXTREME SHOTS INTO ANY OF THE 3 CUPS
- ADJUSTABLE PUTTER EXPANDS FROM 20" TO 30"
- SUPER COMFORT NERF GRIP
- ALL-IN-ONE CONVENIENT STORAGE!
- SET INCLUDES:
  - (1) ADJUSTABLE PUTTER
  - (3) CHALLENGE PUTT CUPS
  - (1) ADJUSTABLE RAMP
  - (2) NERF FOAM GOLF BALLS
The NERF PRO HOOP basketball set transforms any bedroom or living room into your own personal basketball court. This premium quality over the door hoop fits most standard bedroom doors and assembles quick so you can start dunking!

- BACKBOARD: 18” x 12” SHATTERPROOF POLYCARBONATE
- BALL: 5” PRO STYLE PVC BASKETBALL
- RIM: 9.5” BREAK AWAY STEEL RIM
- NET: HEAVY DUTY BLACK NYLON
- SPRINGS: DUAL STEEL BREAK-AWAY DESIGN
Play a game of hoops almost anywhere with the NERF PROSHOT™ Hoop. This portable system has built-in wheels to easily roll inside and out. The steel pole features an easy height adjustment system for kids of all ages.

- AUTHENTIC SHATTER-PROOF BACKBOARD
- STEEL 15" BREAK-AWAY RIM
- PORTABLE BASE WITH BUILT IN WHEELS
- 3-POSITION ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
- INCLUDES 7" RUBBER BASKETBALL AND PUMP
Kids can accelerate their game with the NERF PROSHOT™ Soccer Ball. This soccer ball has a textured design and durable shell making it easy to score a goal. The tough construction allows kids to play rain or shine. Get out on the field and play like a pro!

- OFFICIAL LEAGUE PLAY MACHINE STITCHED CONSTRUCTION
- TEXTURED & EMBOSSED SURFACE FOR ULTIMATE CONTROL
- SOFT SPONGE PVC SHELL
- OFFERED IN SIZE 3, 4 & 5
Play at your highest level with the Nerf Spiral Grip football! This football features a textured surface and patented SPACELACE® to deliver the ultimate performance.

Practice passes and catches with a ball that's great for indoor and outdoor play.

- THROW INSANE SPIRALS!
- INTEGRATED PATENTED SPACELACE® FOR ULTIMATE FEEL AND CONTROL
- HAND STITCHED AND TEXURED SURFACE
- BUTYL BLADDER

U.S. Patent No. 8,317,641
Become a pro player with the Nerf PROSHOT™ Basketball. The grooves give young players the ultimate grip for passing and scoring.

Get out on the court and show off your skills with the Nerf PROSHOT™ basketball!

- TRUE-BOUNCE MOLDED RUBBER
- DEEP CHANNEL GROOVE TECHNOLOGY FOR ULTIMATE FEEL AND CONTROL
ITEM: 92101 PACK: 4 3+

Score the ultimate goal with the NERF PROSHOT™ soccer ball. It’s soft and compact so anyone can play anywhere. Made for both indoors and outdoors for hours of fun!

- 7" FOAM SOCCER BALL
- IDEAL FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PLAY
- FUN FOR ALL AGES
- NERF SUPER SOFT FOAM
Play like a pro with the NERF Spiral Grip football! This durable foam ball has a spiral design to help kids throw with ultimate control. Get your friends together and get the game going with your NERF Spiral Grip football!

- SPIRAL DESIGN FOR OPTIMAL AERODYNAMIC CONTROL
- 8.5” SOFT NERF FOAM FOOTBALL
Became a multi sport pro with the NERF Multi-Sport Ball set. This set includes a mini football, soccer ball and basketball to be played anywhere and anytime. Its soft foam makes this set fun and safe for kids over 3+.

SET INCLUDES:

· 5” SOCCER, 5” BASKETBALL AND 6.5” FOOTBALL
· PERFECT GIFT SET!
· FUN INDOORS AND OUT!
Have the most intense game of dodgeball with the NERF PROSHOT™ Dodgeball. Designed with a textured surface so it is easy to grip by kids of all ages. It is super soft so it is safe to play indoors and out. So get ready, set and play dodgeball with your NERF PROSHOT™ Dodgeball.

- **6” OFFICIAL NERF DODGEBALL**
- **TEXTURED SURFACE FOR ULTIMATE GRIP**
- **SUPER SOFT CORE AND DURABLE EXTERIOR**
- **ASSORTED COLORS: 1 RED, 1 BLUE, 1 YELLOW, 1 GREEN**
Shoot and score points anywhere in the house with the NERF Fling N' Score Target! The universal door hook fits most doors anywhere. Use the unique soft flingers to rack up points or you can even use your NERF blasters (sold separately) to break your best record.

- 24” INFLATABLE TARGET
- INCLUDES [3] NERF FOAM FLINGERS
- INCLUDES UNIVERSAL DOOR HOOK
- NERF BLASTER COMPATIBLE—SOLD SEPARATELY
Football doesn’t always have to be on the field. With the NERF PROSHOT™ TARGET you can take practice anywhere. Fill the base with water for added stability and the target will always pop right back up into position. The three target holes give kids the ability to improve their accuracy and control while having tons of fun!

- **48” INFLATED TARGET WITH WATER-FILL BASE**
- **AUTO-POP BACK DESIGN**
- **MINI FOAM NERF FOOTBALL**
- **NERF BLASTER COMPATIBLE—SOLD SEPARATELY**
Are you a fan of Table Tennis? Get the fun of table tennis without the table with NERF Paddlepong. The spring-loaded easy attach clamp attaches to most door jams for unlimited play. Kids can play by simply adjusting the cord to size. Grab a friend for hours of back-and-forth fun!

- UNIVERSAL SPRING-LOADED DOOR MOUNT
- ADJUSTABLE CORDED NERF FOAM BALL
- [2] NERF DUAL INJECTED PADDLES
Make the perfect play with the NERF 3-IN-1 Laundry Layup Hoop! Hang the hoop behind any door with its universal bracket. Grab some laundry and make the ultimate shot from anywhere in your room. Or you can use your blaster to shoot darts into the removable laundry bag. Show off your skills and pick up your laundry in style with the NERF Laundry Layup Hoop!

- AUTHENTIC PRO STYLE BLOW MOLDED BACKBOARD
- EASY-ATTACH LAUNDRY BAG WITH ZIPPER RELEASE
- UNIVERSAL DOOR MOUNT
- (1) MINI PVC BASKETBALL AND PUMP INCLUDED
- NERF BLASTER COMPATIBLE - SOLD SEPARATELY
ITEM: 92091  PACK: 1  8+

Compete head-to-head with the NERF PROSHOT™ Basketball Arcade. This arcade style game features authentic NERF sounds and features 8 different games. Feel like a basketball star with the NERF PROSHOT™ Basketball Arcade!

- AUTHENTIC CLEAR POLYCARBONATE BACKBOARD
- 7/8" STEEL FRAME ARCADE BASKETBALL
- FOLDS FOR STORAGE
- OFFICIAL NERF ELECTRONIC SCORING
- (4) RUBBER BASKETBALLS AND PUMP